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Where Are The (Cellular) Data?
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New generations of cellular networks are data oriented, targeting the integration of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence
solutions. Data availability, required to train and compare ML-based networking solutions, is therefore becoming an important topic
and a significant concern. Operators do collect data, but they rarely share it because of privacy concerns. This paper starts by reviewing
the few publicly available cellular datasets, which created bursts of innovation with their release. The scarcity of such data is so acute
that researchers are collecting network data using their own tools, developed in-house and covered by the second part of this survey.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data is not a new subject in cellular networks. Data are and have always been a critical part of the network for both
research and operation purposes. Up until now, data have been used for different tasks ranging from the most traditional
ones, like billing and network monitoring, to more advanced operations like network optimization, reconfiguration and
user mobility management. From another point of view, data are also critical for the research community to validate
their models and evaluate their solutions. With the subject of data availability in mind, this paper focuses on data
collection and datasets as opposed to data analysis or usage [54].

The importance of data in cellular networks is highlighted by the fact that they will play a critical role in enhancing
the performance of the fifth generation (5G) of networks. Specifically, Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra
Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC), and massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) are the three
generic 5G services which are enabled through novel technologies like New Radio (NR) [92], massive Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) [88], dual connectivity [43], etc. The 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) has recently
published its Release 17 [42] with specific expectations for these services. With strict performance requirements for
various key performance indicators (KPIs), mobile network operators (MNOs) need to deploy, organize and monitor
their infrastructure and services in a much smarter way than before. Therefore, machine learning (ML) and artificial
intelligence (AI) will play a critical role in enhancing the performance of the network. However, ML and AI techniques
are data intensive, and proper designing, training, and evaluating them relies on large datasets.

The architecture and business model in 5G are more open than those of previous generations, and this has resulted in
the emergence of new stakeholders [44]. This broader model is enabled through a set of partnerships and open-source
projects among new players and established actors from the mobile network community. For instance, the Next-
Generation Radio Access Networks (NG-RANs) [38] aims to bring flexibility, scalability, smartness, and interoperability
through disaggregating network functions, programmable interfaces, and an open architecture. This new paradigm is
attracting many new players to the realm of cellular networks, which is a potential economic game-changer. O-RAN [46]
is one of the biggest projects based on this concept of next-generation RANs. Many companies and small-to-medium
enterprises (SMEs) are now working on different architectural designs and solutions to test and integrate the general
3GPP requirements of NG-RANs. To train and evaluate their AI-based solutions, these new players require real data.
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Therefore, by sharing data, MNOs would empower all the new stakeholders with the right tools to test their technical
solutions, which would eventually contribute to increasing the overall quality of the network.

However, the truth about datasets that are derived from real scenarios and contain a useful set of features is that they
are extremely rare. The lack of open datasets has limited the abilities of researchers in academia and SMEs to develop
new solutions for cellular networks. Unfortunately, many research groups working on ML-based network management
solutions overlook a highly important topic: data accessibility. While it is tempting to use synthetic data to train and
evaluate such solutions, since this eliminates most of the hassle of finding the right real data, this never completely
captures the complexity that can be observed in the real world. Using these synthetic datasets as a training or testing
source limits the capacity of AI/ML models to adapt to new environments. Indeed, since synthetic datasets are only
representative of the major trends observed in reality, deploying a model trained on such datasets in a real environment
will raise major convergence and accuracy challenges.

Moreover, not all datasets contain the same type of information. Indeed, there are hundreds of KPIs exposed by
different cellular network equipment, placed in various locations of the mobile network. These KPIs can be monitored
and logged by different network probes, either hardware or software, and they can represent different layers of the
protocol stack and different interfaces. This means that even the few existing datasets are heterogeneous, and they can
not be easily combined to produce a large training set for ML-based algorithms [82]. To further exacerbate the problem,
the ML solutions themselves might exploit different features from the data, limiting even more the datasets available
for training.

Faced with this lack of publicly available datasets, more and more researchers are trying to use software tools and
capture the data they seek by themselves. However, at least for now, such data collection has only taken place on the
user side, over very limited populations, or in some very specific situations on the server side. We find this issue to
be surprising, and even disturbing, in a field where AI and ML have been intensively promoted in the last few years.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to survey: i) the existing open datasets in the cellular networks community, and
ii) the tools available to capture cellular network data.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first at presenting a comprehensive organization of publicly available
cellular network datasets and data collection software tools. In short, our list of contributors is as follows:

• First, we introduce a list of publicly available datasets in three main categories, namely, user-side, network-side,
and server-side datasets. We discuss the available datasets in each group. Moreover, in Table 1, we provide
a summary of the main features of each dataset, including the collection type, data granularity, the type of
software and the devices used for the data collection campaign, and some related applications to each dataset.

• Second, we provide a list of open software available for data collection. We have grouped these software tools
into two main groups. Software tools in the form of mobile applications that help capture data on the user
equipment (UE) side, and some open RAN and core network solutions that enable deploying a cellular network
and hence capturing data on the network side. Moreover, in the network-side category of open software tools,
we have included a subcategory for open platforms, which represent network infrastructures that provide
researchers with an interface to test and evaluate their new algorithms.

In the remainder of this paper, we will first discuss the various data sources in cellular networks in Section 2. In
Section 3, we provide a review of the publicly available datasets that have been used in the cellular network literature,
with a particular focus on the features of the datasets. Our goal for Section 4 is to review the data collecting tools
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available to researchers and the information they provide. Finally, in Section 5, some of the challenges of using available
datasets and generating data are identified, followed by a conclusion.

2 WHAT IS USEFUL DATA?

As depicted in Fig. 1, there are many entities in a cellular network, each of them capable of generating data. Based on
the entity responsible for collecting data, the datasets can be classified as: i) user-side datasets, ii) network-side datasets,
iii) server-side datasets, and iv) network topology datasets.

Since cellular networks are deployed to serve mobile users, a significant part of the data are coming from the mobile
terminal devices, owned by the users. The advantage is that both network-level and service-level KPIs can be collected
on the UE side. However, these user-side datasets can only provide a limited and indirect view on the state of the cellular
infrastructure. They are also usually collected on a limited number of devices, a few tens or, in the best case, hundreds.
This highly impacts the interest and the validity of these data collection campaigns.

On the MNO side, there are numerous entities in the RAN and core network where data can be collected. Indeed,
cellular infrastructure can generate a huge amount of data, from different sources such as the base stations, the mobility
management entity, the billing database, the user plane packet gateway, etc. This leads to a different type of problem,
since every MNO equipment and interface exposes tens of KPIs. Selecting the adequate location in the network and
the right KPIs to log for a given data-driven networking problem is a complicated task. This is about to become even
more complex in 5G, where a supplementary dimension in this metrology process is added through the virtualisation of
network functions, no longer associated with precise physical equipment.

The services situated beyond the core network, and mainly on the Internet, represent the third source of data. There
are numerous routers and servers residing on this side of the network, which may be used to collect information by
content and service providers. This solution is interesting for studies focused on a specific service, and major industrial
actors clearly make significant usage of this type of data to technically and financially optimise their products. However,
datasets collected on the server side only provide information relative to the upper layers and are agnostic of anything
taking place on the mobile operator side.

Finally, MNOs operate networks on radio spectrum conditionally allocated by governments, and the infrastructure
they deploy is considered as public information in many countries. Therefore, cellular network topology information is
often released as open data by governmental agencies.

With all these possible data sources, it is fair to explore in more detail what makes a dataset useful in the context of
cellular network research. As a matter of fact, even when data are available, it is not always appropriate for the task of
interest.

To better exemplify this, let us consider for instance a user mobility prediction task in two different scenarios. In
the first one, a well-known publicly available dataset, like roma/taxi [59] or eplf/mobility [106] is used to address the
problem of predicting the next location of a UE. This prediction can be helpful in a number of networking problems,
such as handover acceleration [98], quality of service (QoS) enforcement [128], or resource allocation [62]. Both
datasets exemplified above are captured on the UE-side and contain spatio-temporal information of users, so they seem
appropriate for the task. However, the issue with these datasets, which are in fact very popular in the topic of mobility
prediction, is their exclusive observation of users in driving conditions. Therefore, training an ML model with these
datasets will result in a model that is not able to fully recognize all the different mobility patterns.

In a second scenario, imagine a set of Call Detail Records (CDRs) [54] used as the training data for a mobility
prediction model. CDRs contain detailed information about any network service usage of the users, collected at the
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Fig. 1. Possible locations for data collection probes.

operator end. In this case, a considerably broader range of users are captured in the dataset, representative this time of
all transportation modes. However, CDRs are very coarse in time granularity [81], since they are collected only when
a user is actually active on the cellular network. Therefore, using a set of CDRs that are recorded with an average
granularity of 15 minutes may not be the best option for the next-location prediction of a high-speed user [119].

To summarize, cellular network research explores a large number of problems, each coming with its own specificity
and requirements in terms of data. This means that there is no such thing as a one-size-fits-all dataset. Each problem
necessitates specific information, and even when data are available, it might not be suitable for each and every study.
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Table 1. A Summary on Cellular Networks Publicly Available Datasets

Reference Technology Date Collection Type Granularity Software Device Multi Operator UE Mobility PHY Measurements Dataset Size Related Applications

[73] Bluetooth 2005 User side 5 mins BlueAware Nokia 6600 NA NA no 285 MB mobility
[59] GPS 2014 User side 15 secs NA NA NA yes no 1.61 GB mobility
[106] GPS 2009 User side 10 secs NA NA NA yes no 380 MB mobility
[132] 2G/3G/4G 2015 User side, Server side 1 sec YoMoApp Android devices yes NA no NA YouTube streaming, QoE monitoring and prediction
[70] LTE/WiFi 2014 User side, Server side 1 min Cell vs. WiFi Android devices yes NA yes 393 MB comparing LTE and WiFi, DASH
[67] LTE 2016 User side Message level tcpdump NEXUS 5 NA NA no 2 GB MPTCP
[58] 3G/4G 2016 User side 10 secs BW Collector 2 Android devices NA yes no 1.5 MB study of adaptive bit rate algorithms, QoE analysis, mobility
[131] LTE 2016 User side 1 secs NA Huawei P8 Lite NA yes no 384 KB study of adaptive bit rate algorithms, QoE analysis, mobility
[86] 3G/4G 2019 User side NA Viprinet 2 Cameras & a mic yes yes yes 729 KB telemedicine, remote monitoring
[80] 2G/3G/4G 2017 User side 4 secs Carle Profiler NEXUS 5 NEXUS 5X yes yes no 837 KB telemedicine, remote monitoring
[108] LTE 2018 User side 1 sec G-Net track Samsung J5 yes yes yes 19.8 MB mobility and handover prediction, DASH
[95] LTE/non-LTE 2018 User side 100 ms LTE Signal Logger NEXUS 5X yes yes yes 582 MB network performance analysis, network optimization, DASH
[83] LTE 2020 User side 1 sec NA Huawei Modem E392 no yes yes 451 KB RF planning, radio channel analysis
[111] LTE 2020 User side 2 secs, 60 mins Android API, ipref LG K4 no yes yes 36.94 MB network coverage and performance analysis
[118] LTE 2020 User side 500 ms Keysight NEMO Samsung Galaxy Note 4 no yes yes 130.9 MB network coverage and performance analysis
[117] LTE 2020 User side 500 ms Keysight NEMO NA yes yes yes 9.86 MB mobility, network coverage and performance analysis
[107] 5G 2020 User side 1 sec G-NetTrack Pro Samsung S10 no yes yes 23.5 MB mobility, 5G mmWave, network performance analysis
[100] 5G 2020 User side 1 sec Android API Samsung Galaxy S10 yes yes no 913 KB mobility, 5g mmWave, application and network performance analysis
[101] 5G 2020 User side 1 sec Android API Samsung Galaxy S10 no yes yes 1.6 MB mobility, 5g mmWave, application and network performance analysis
[122] 5G/LTE 2021 User side 1 min, 10 secs FCC, SigCap Google Pixel 2, Pixel 3, Pixel 5 yes yes yes 6.4 MB mobility, 5G mmWave, network performance analysis
[102] 5G 2022 User side 1 sec Accuver XCAL 3 Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G yes yes yes 79.9 MB 5G mmWave, beam management, network performance analysis
[48] 5G/LTE 2022 User side, Network side 2 secs, 8 ms Huawei API Huawei LTE Modem E3772, Huawei CPE PRO 2 no NA yes 69.22 MB YouTube streaming, cloud gaming, network performance analysis
[130] 5G/LTE 2022 User side, Server side 1 sec G-Net Track Pro Samsung Galaxy S21 5G, Samsung Galaxy S8 no yes yes 4.05 MB YouTube streaming, QoE analysis, network performance analysis
[125] 5G O-RAN 2022 Network side Message level srsRAN USRP B210 no no yes 26.49 MB O-RAN, energy efficiency, computing power
[91] 2G/3G/4G 2016 User side Message level Mobile Insight Android devices yes NA yes NA network performance analysis, 5G mmWave, security, energy efficiency
[97] Bluetooth 2019 User side 2.34 meters, 1.64 meters NA BQ Aquaris X5 plus, Samsung Galaxy S6 & A5 NA NA yes 451 KB indoor localization and fingerprinting
[68] OFDM 2021 User side 5 milimeter NA 4 USRP devices NA NA yes 17.04 GB indoor localization, Massive MIMO analysis
[77] LTE 2021 User side 1 centimeter srsLTE USRP B200mini no yes yes 1.89 GB indoor localization, signal processing
[105] 5G 2023 Network side 80 ms NA NA no yes yes 1.13 GB direction and time of arrival estimation, indoor positioning and navigation
[64] WiFi 2022 Network side 10 ms Nexmon Asus RT-AC86U NA yes yes 2.2 GB device-free localization, environment sensing, CSI obfuscation
[129] RIS 2023 NA NA MATLAB API Pico Technology PicoVNA 106 NA NA yes 1.2 GB reconfigurable intelligent surface
[85] 3G 2015 Network side 15 mins NA NA no NA no 10.8 GB mobility, urban structure, traffic planning, energy efficiency
[61] 2G/3G 2018 Network side NA NA NA no NA no 738.7 MB mobility
[26] 5G/4G/3G/WiFi since 2013 Server side User level RTR-NetTest NA yes no yes NA network performance analysis, comparing LTE and WiFi
[66] 5G/4G/3G since 2012 Server side User level FCC-ST NA yes no yes NA network performance analysis
[94] social networks 2012 Server side User level Twitter, Facebook, Google+ NA yes no no 845 MB UE communication pattern detection, social networks
[135] streaming since 2019 Server side User level Puffer NA yes no no NA study of adaptive bit rate algorithms, QoE monitoring
[123] streaming 2020 Server side User level Last FM, Deezer NA yes no no 15.3 MB UE communication pattern detection, social networks
[90] email 2007 Server side User level NA NA yes no no 1.6 MB UE communication pattern detection
[87] email 2004 Server side User level NA NA yes no no 1.7 GB UE communication pattern detection, spam detection
[121] P2P 2002 Server side User level Gnutella NA yes no no 520 KB P2P and multi-agent networks
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3 PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DATASETS

Out of the four main groups of datasets on cellular networks discussed in Section 2, publicly available datasets mainly
belong to the user-side category. In rare occasions, network-side and server-side datasets have also been published. It is
the objective of this section to discuss all these approaches, also summarized in Table 1.

Regarding the final data category discussed in Section 2, network topology datasets are published by government
agencies and National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) in numerous countries. For instance, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) [12] provides information on the U.S. licensing of radio frequency spectrum to the general public. Body
of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) [33] is an agency in charge of regulating the telecom
market in Europe that frequently issues documents and reports on such developments. The Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) [9] and also the government of Canada’s online spectrum management
system [29] provide online access to the spectrum management and authorization data used for communications and
broadcasting. Moreover, the Government of Canada’s data portal [16] contains datasets on the coverage, availability,
regulatory, financial, and subscription information. Since these datasets are country specific and largely available, we
do not further discuss them in this section.

On top of the publicly available datasets, the last years have shown the emergence of a number of actors collecting
mobile network data for commercial purposes. These actors can be divided in three categories. The first group is the
one of data brokers, such as Tutela [32] or Predict.io [36], who propose software development kits (SDKs) which can be
integrated in any mobile network application. In this case, whenever an application integrating the SDK is used on a
UE, data are logged and some measurements are conducted. The second type of actor, such as RootMetrics [25] in the
U.S., conduct actual field tests, using a diversity of UEs and targeting multiple KPIs. Finally, MNOs themselves have
business entities providing services based on the data they collect in their network. For example, in France, two MNOs
provide such services: Flux Vision by Orange [35] and Geostatistics by SFR [37]. However, since our focus is on public
datasets, which can be used by the community to train ML models, these commercial (and generally very expensive)
alternatives are not further discussed. In the following, we begin by presenting the user-side data collection campaigns,
followed by network-side and, finally, server-side public datasets.

3.1 User-side datasets

Multiple datasets related to cellular networks have been generated, collected, and published throughout the years on
the user-side.

Each of these datasets provides different kinds of measurements on different layers of the protocol stack. 3GPP has
defined the measurement control concept and has classified the UE-reported measurements into different categories, i.e.
inter/intra-frequency, inter-system, traffic volume, quality, and UE internal measurements [41]. In short, Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP), Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI),
and signal-to-noise and interference ratio (SINR) are defined as the main reported physical layer (PHY) measurements
by the UE. Furthermore, with 5G NR, new PHY measurements are introduced. For instance, Reference Signal Time
Difference (RSTD) and Uplink (UL) Angle of Arrival (AoA) are specially designed for the new positioning services. It is
worth noting that Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) is a report from the UE to the base station rather than a measurement
itself. Also, in contrast to the other measurements described above, the process by which the UE computes the CQI is
vendor-specific and has not been standardized by 3GPP.
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3GPP has also introduced other measurements for higher layers in [39, 40]. In these documents, detailed information
on measuring different performance indicators has been provided. The only measurement that is performed by the UE
for the layer two (L2) is the packet delay. Other measurements like the packet loss rate, the number of active/inactive
users, etc., are all performed by the base station in a per UE or an aggregated manner. In higher layers, this aggregation
is done over a group of Network Functions (NFs), for instance, the latency along a network slice.

We may reasonably assume that a wide range of variables influences the quality and interpretation of each mea-
surement. For instance, throughput is a widely used indicator of the network performance. However, the base station
transmit power, the number of active users in the cell, or the interference from the adjacent cells play a significant part
in the achieved throughout by each UE [112]. Raida et al. [110] have shown that in a perfect condition, where there are
no active UEs in the cell other than the measuring UE, and there is no interference from other cells, RSRP can be an
indicator of the achievable throughout by the UE. Moreover, in [109] a thorough investigation on the impact of different
parameters on the UE achievable throughout has been conducted. Therefore, having knowledge of the measurement
campaign setup and data collection process can be very beneficial in understanding or unveiling the spatial or temporal
behavior of these measurements. In this survey, we do not intend to analyze the datasets. Our main focus is discussing
the availability of datasets, and in the case of unavailability, how to generate the desired datasets. Interested readers are
encouraged to read [55, 99] to get insight on the mobile data analysis process.

BlueAware [73] may be among the very first publicly available mobile datasets. This dataset was originally generated
to capture user context patterns. Multiple traces containing information about the communication, location, and social
activities of 100 volunteers were published within this dataset. Although Bluetooth was used as the primary technology
in this work, this dataset contains spatiotemporal information of mobile nodes, which can represent the movement of
mobile users in a cellular network. This kind of information is of great value and can be used for various topics related
to mobility such as resource allocation, network planning and optimization, user experience, traffic management, and
location-based services [133].

Some datasets widely used in the literature do not even contain any cellular network KPIs, but simple user mobility
information in the form of global positioning system (GPS) traces. To give a few representative, but not exhaustive
examples, user mobility traces can be found in roma/taxi [59] and eplf/mobility [106]. These datasets do not contain
any cell related information, but represent trajectory information of taxis in different cities around the world. One
possible application of these datasets is location prediction in cellular networks [126]. These datasets are especially
useful in ultra-dense networks, where the overlapping and dense deployment of cells makes mobility management
very challenging [72]. The dataset in [59] includes GPS trajectories of 320 taxis in Rome, Italy. The dataset features
include an identifier, timestamp, and location of each taxi with a granularity of 15 seconds. The dataset used in [106] is
another taxi mobility traces collected in San Francisco with GPS coordinates, timestamps, and the occupancy of the
cabs captured every 10 seconds. These are very helpful features that can be used for training models to predict the next
location or trajectories of high-speed vehicular users.

Of course, the most relevant user-side datasets for cellular network research are collected using cellular UEs. Some
of these datasets were not collected for generic purposes, but in very specific contexts. For example, Cell vs. WiFi [70]
was a study conducted in 2014 to compare smartphone application performance under different network connectivity
options: WiFi, LTE, and multi-path TCP. This study managed to collect almost 10 GB of data from 750 users over 180
days in 16 different countries. The measurements focused on link throughput and signal strength for cellular and WiFi
networks, as well as on some other metrics allowing to compare single-path and multi-path TCP: DNS lookup time,
ping round trip time (RTT), uplink/downlink goodput. This dataset could be used to study the relative performance of
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LTE and WiFi networks under different conditions, or to identify areas where one type of network may be more suitable
than the other. Also, it can be used to evaluate and optimize different rate adaptation techniques for Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH). In the same context of multi-path TCP performance evaluation, the dataset published
in [67] investigates the behavior of different applications through logs collected with tcpdump on a proxy server with a
dozen of clients using Android smartphones over a period of 7 weeks. This dataset is a great resource for understanding
the performance of MPTCP in cellular networks, and how congestion affects the performance of cellular networks.

In the absence of bandwidth-specific measurements, Bokani et al. [58] and Hooft et al. [131] launched separate data
measurement campaigns in order to generate comprehensive bandwidth datasets. [58] provides 2 datasets with spa-
tiotemporal information and bandwidth measurements on the UE side under driving conditions for 3G and 4G networks.
A similar dataset to those in [58] was published by Hooft et al. [131] in Ghent, Belgium, containing spatiotemporal
information of the measuring UE and the obtained DL throughput under six different mobility patterns. These datasets
can be leveraged for analysis of the mobility of UEs in an urban area. Moreover, the bandwidth traces are essential for
the study of rate-adaptive video streaming algorithms, particularly in real-world settings.

One of the main 5G technologies that help augmenting the network capacity and coverage is massive MIMO. In
a massive MIMO system, a large number of antennas are employed at the base station, and the signals from these
antennas are carefully coordinated to enhance the communication link between the base station and the UE. Channel
estimation is one of the main challenges of massive MIMO systems, and the availability of large datasets with Channel
State Information (CSI) is greatly beneficial for massive MIMO solutions. Arnold et al. [47], have discussed this issue
and proposed a channel sounder architecture that can measure multi-antenna and multi-subcarrier CSI at different
frequency bands, antenna geometries, and propagation environments. This channel sounder enables the generation of
massive MIMO datasets for analyzing the channel properties. Moreover, [76] discusses a new paradigm for generating
5G datasets for high-precision positioning in integrated sensing and communication systems. This model generates
detailed CSI data [75] for UEs based on features of massive MIMO channels.

There are a few datasets available with CSI KPIs and measurements [64, 68, 77, 97]. However, not all these datasets
are collected on a cellular network, though. In fact, [97] has been collected over a Bluetooth low-energy network. This
dataset contains information on the locations as well as the measured RSS values of the UEs at certain locations. [64]
contains a comprehensive collection of CSI measurements obtained from the access point side of a WiFi system in an
indoor environment. This dataset has been utilized to study CSI-based device-free localization, PHY-level privacy, and
investigation of different obfuscation systems[63]. The extraction of CSI information from the access point was done
using Nexmon [127], a C-based firmware capable of extracting CSI fromOFDM-modulatedWiFi frames (802.11a/(g)/n/ac)
on a per-frame basis. Both [68, 77] are datasets collected in massive MIMO systems. [68] is collected using a 64-antenna
massive MIMO testbed located in KU Leuven. These measurements contain four different antenna array topologies, and
each topology has a dataset with a size of 252,004 samples, which makes it one of the largest massive MIMO datasets.
Gassner et al. have introduced an open CSI-specific dataset in [77]. This dataset is collected over an LTE network,
with CSI-specific KPIs like RSSI, RSRQ, RSRP. Datasets with PHY information of massive MIMO systems are helpful in
understanding the propagation conditions and determining the optimal deployment of antennas. They are especially
useful for the study of sensing, location-based services, and the problem of indoor localization. The authors of [104]
have investigated the joint problem of the estimation of the angle of arrival and delay using uplink SRS signals in a 5G
network. For this study, a dataset [105] was generated using commercial gNB, and UE devices. This dataset contains
both angle and delay information of the direct and reflected paths for the uplink samples in an indoor environment.
In the context of PHY measurements, there is a scarcity of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RIS)-based datasets.
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The recent open dataset presented in [129] which provides measurements for 30 different scenarios with multiple
antenna arrangements, positioning and spectral reflection onto the RIS partially fills that gap. To mitigate the influence
of multipath propagation, these measurements were conducted within an anechoic chamber located in Germany.

Cellular network measurements during mobility conditions are much prized in the research community. In this
sense, both [86] and [80] collect datasets focused on the cellular communications of moving ambulances. The general
context of these studies is that of clinical multimedia communication, enabling pre-hospital transfer of images and
sound from patients. Cellular networks provide the best infrastructure for this communication. The dataset in [86]
provides spatio-temporal information of the vehicles, as well as the RSSI at specific locations. These measurements help
to detect the areas with coverage holes on the different trajectories taken by an ambulance. With QoS requirements of
clinical multimedia communications in mind, the dataset collected in [80] presents features like the uplink and downlink
throughput, as well as spatio-temporal information and speed of the vehicle. Unlike [86], this dataset is confined to
upper layer indicators and does not include channel quality measurements. Both these datasets have the potential to
support a wide range of telemedicine applications like patient diagnosis or treatment planning. When it comes to the
context of cellular networks, these datasets are great resources for training ML-based mobility models and improving
the remote communication between the healthcare professional and the patient.

A more detailed mobility-oriented analysis is proposed in [108], where 4G data are collected for five different mobility
patterns: static, pedestrian, car, tram and train. The 135 traces, coming from an unknown number of users, present
an average duration of 15 minutes, and they are collected via an Android application called G-NetTrack. The dataset
contains information on the quality of the cellular channel, cell settings, user location, and throughput measurements.
The use-cases suggested by the authors focus on evaluating the performance of different HTTP Adaptive Streaming
(HAS) algorithms and on handover analysis with user spatio-temporal information. In addition to the data traces, which
have a temporal granularity of 1 second, a synthetic dataset obtained from the ns-3 simulation of a 4G network with
100 users was also generated. This synthetic dataset provides finer network-side measurements, with a time granularity
of 250 ms, to complement the dataset collected from real users.

An Android application capable of collecting cellular network data with a granularity of 100 ms is developed
in [95] and used to collect around 500 traces from 3G and 4G networks in multiple cities around the world, using a
crowdsensing approach. To achieve such a fine granularity, the application only measures spatio-temporal information
and reference signal metrics, which only require listening to the cellular broadcast channel. RSRP and RSRQ are the main
collected metrics. The traces provided with this dataset can be used to study, analyze, and optimize the performance of
cellular networks. Moreover, since the dataset contains CSI measurements, it can be used for analyzing different DASH
techniques under cellular network conditions.

To study the temporal dynamics of KPIs in an LTE network, Raida et al. [111] collected week-long measurements,
in collaboration with an Austrian operator. The resulting dataset [114] has been used to expose distributions and
correlations between different network metrics. For instance, the authors conclude that RSRP does not show any diurnal
patterns, while RSRQ and throughput do exhibit such patterns. In other data collection campaigns conducted by the
same team [117, 118], two open datasets were generated [115, 116] with measurements from LTE networks using
Keysight NEMO devices. These special probing devices equipped with NEMO software allow a time granularity of 500 ms
and expose a significant number of KPIs. To cite just a few, cell-specific signal measurements, channel state information,
physical link adaptation information (such as transport block size, physical resource block utilization, modulation and
coding schemes), and throughput are among the information provided in the two datasets. The differences in the two
datasets come from the fact that [115] provides 90 hours of LTE downlink measurements in an empty and controlled
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room, while [116] provides traces from train drives capturing information from three Austrian operators. All these
datasets contain detailed information on rank, modulation and coding scheme (MCS), transport block sizes, cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) failures, and hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) retransmissions. Therefore, they are
especially valuable in topics like network coverage and performance analysis, resource allocation, physical resource
block (PRB) scheduling, and sub-band CQI computation.

Once the first 5G deployments started emerging around the world, data collection targeted these networks and, in
the cases discussed below [100–102, 107, 122, 130], they have even been made available to the public.

The dataset in [107] is collected using G-NetTrack Pro, also used above for 4G scenarios by [108]. The data are
coming from the 5G networks of two major Irish operators, across two different services (video streaming and file
download), and two mobility patterns. The features included in the dataset are channel quality metrics, cell information,
user spatio-temporal information, and throughput KPIs. Much like in their previous work [108], the authors have also
generated a synthetic dataset with the 5G mmWave module of ns-3 to complement the collected data. These traces,
which are produced from an operational 5G network, can be used for network performance prediction, revealing
correlations between different KPIs or validating results of projects conducted on mmWave-5G.

With mmWave deployments being an important novelty in 5G, several data collection campaigns focused on this
technology. For example, Narayanan et al. [100, 101] have conducted two studies on 5G mmWave performance. First,
5Gophers [100] contains KPIs of the 5G networks of three major carriers in U.S., in Minneapolis and Chicago. These
measurements include user spatio-temporal information, cell ID, 5G service status, and network KPIs like the throughout
or RTT. The experiment includes two different mobility scenarios. Several scenarios were studied using these traces,
e.g., the 5G performance for stationary UEs, mobile UEs, and multiple applications performance over 5G networks. One
of the main findings of this study was the inefficiency of performance prediction in mmWave-5G networks based on UE
location. In a follow-up study [101], the authors collect more 5G data in mobile scenarios. More precisely, they focus on
the UE location, speed, direction, signal strength and throughput across three different mobility patterns. This dataset
is further utilized in an ML framework, Lumos5G, to produce a dynamic 5G map of the city of Minneapolis. Both these
datasets are focused on 5G mmWave performance. They are also great resources for analyzing the performance of
mmWave subjected to various mobility patterns or how the environment affects mmWave performance. Other relevant
areas of study using these datasets include the analysis of various applications and the investigation of mobility and
handover.

Rochman et al. [122] conducted a study to compare the channel quality and network performance metrics of 5G
NR with those of the legacy network. They collected data from three U.S. operators in the region of Hutchinson Field,
Chicago, and also made a detailed study on the performance of the mmWave deployment of one specific operator in
downtown Miami. In this project, multiple Android applications, various frequency bands, and technologies were used
to generate a comprehensive dataset [2]. Since this dataset provides both LTE and 5G, it can be used to investigate the
differences between the performance of the two networks in bandwidth utilization, latency, and throughout. Moreover,
the Miami dataset also includes a mixture of 5G mmWave and 4G measurements. This dataset can be beneficial for the
study of mmWave performance.

In another study, collaborators of [100] have conducted a 5G measurement campaign project in Chicago to gain
insights into the real-world performance of 5G mmWave deployments. This dataset, which is called 5GBeam, provides
detailed 5G measurements, including UE’s spatio-temporal information, and beam-specific metrics. This dataset is
collected in two different locations with different characteristics, namely an open-field baseball park, and a downtown
area. The collaborators have also used different mobility patterns to enhance the understanding of the propagation
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properties of 5G mmWave technology. The beam-specific metrics provided in the dataset were collected using a
professional 5G test tool called Accuver XCAL1.

With the advent of 5G deployments, it has become crucial to examine the users’ QoE, particularly for conventional
services such as eMBB. It is essential to understand whether 5G can meet the demands of these services before exploring
new service possibilities. Two datasets address this [130] and [48]. They have been made available publicly to analyze
the performance of YouTube on 5G networks. Both datasets provide detailed channel-level and QoE metrics. However,
they differ in their data generation approaches. While, the contributors of [130] opted to utilize a French Mobile Network
Operator (MNO) and collected data on commercial phone devices, employing G-Net Track Pro, the authors of [48] have
taken the approach of deploying a small 5G cellular network and collecting the data both on the UE and the network
side. This 5G testbed is built using commercial software and hardware like Amarisoft for the gNB-side and Huawei
modems to perform the UE tasks. This way the authors have been able to collect performance metrics not only on the
UE side but also on the network side. However, the usefulness of such a dataset is questionable in view of the size of the
testbed.

Finally, in a recent publication, Lozano et al. [124] describe their work on setting up an O-RAN compliant testbed and
introduce the datasets [125] they have collected over this testbed. The project’s main objective is to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the energy consumption and performance of the next generation of RANs, where various elements
from different vendors are integrated to work together seamlessly. The accompanying datasets are categorized into
three distinct groups: Firstly, to study the computing usage of the RAN. Secondly, to examine the energy consumption
of the RAN, offering information on energy consumption profiles and efficiency metrics. And, finally, to explore the
joint impact of network and edge service configurations on energy consumption and system performance.

3.2 Network-side datasets

While operators continuously collect data, for billing, network management and even legal requirements, they rarely
openly share it. This is mainly due to potential privacy problems, since operator data might reveal very detailed user
information. Therefore, the numerous research papers exploiting and analysing MNO data [54] are usually the result of
non disclosure agreements signed between operators and different research groups. These datasets are not public, and
they can not be used by the community, for example to train pertinent ML models. However, there are a few major
exceptions to this rule, discussed below.

Operator data usually take the form of CDR. These records contain detailed information about any network service
usage of the users, such as voice call duration, the caller and callee identifiers, source and destination of short messages
(SMS), as well as the identifier of the cell used by the UE to access these services. The time granularity of CDR is not
fixed, it is dictated by the user activity, as information is only logged in case of user communication. This also means
that this data source is biased towards very active users, who are over-represented in the corresponding datasets [119].
Despite this, CDRs have long been a rich source of information for operators, albeit with very limited access for the
research community.

Nokia Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) was among the very first campaigns to collect and share mobile data with the
research community. In [89], the organizers of the event discuss the challenges they faced to hold the campaign, such
as inviting volunteers and distributing them devices, collecting the data over a year (2011-2012), handling the privacy
concerns, and then creating a contest with the participation of the research community. MDC was a great indicator of

1available at https://www.accuver.com/
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the power of network-side information. Although planning the challenge, collecting the data and the competition itself
took almost three years, it was well-received by the community and more than 100 submissions of multi-disciplinary
ideas exploiting the available data were accepted by the committee.

In the line of the huge success of Nokia MDC, Orange also held a data challenge called Data for Development (D4D).
This took the form of a competition with two editions, one in 2012 [56] and one in 2014 [69], with the objective of
finding concrete applications of mobile phone data in the development of infrastructure, health and environment
sectors in African countries. The open challenge provided the contestants with CDR of over 5 million users in the
Ivory Coast [56] and more than 9 million users in Senegal [69]. While the D4D challenge raised a huge interest in
the research community, with hundreds of submissions for each edition, the datasets were shared by Orange under
strict non-disclosure agreements and only for the duration of the challenges. This is mainly a consequence of privacy
concerns from the MNOs who, faced with numerous studies trying to deanonymize mobile data [74], prefer to keep
control of their datasets. Very recently, another data challenge, the NetMob 2023 Data Challenge [93], was held with
the collaboration of Orange. This 4G dataset is based on captured traffic in 20 metropolitan areas in France for 77
consecutive days in 2019. For this challenge not only the spatio-temporal information of eNodeB infrastructure, but
also information on data usage for different classes of services was released. Unfortunately, this dataset is not publically
available, and it was only available for a brief time, under non-disclosure agreement.

However, in two rare occasions, CDRs have been made publicly available, namely CDRs available through the Telecom
Italia Big Data Challenge [85], and from theMetropolitan Region of Rio de Janeiro [61]. These datasets do not contain any
per-user information. Instead, the CDRs are aggregated over a geographical region, which reduces the privacy risks.

In 2014, Telecom Italia in association with EIT ICT Labs, SpazioDati, MIT Media Lab, Northeastern University,
Polytechnic University of Milan, Fondazione Bruno Kessler, University of Trento, and Trento RISE organized a Big Data
Challenge. A large collection of various datasets on the urban life of people in the city of Milan and the province of
Trentino was published [85]. Simultaneous access to multiple sources of information has made this dataset ideal for
tackling various problems such as energy consumption [57], urban structure [71], traffic planning [136], and many
more. The aggregated CDRs published as part of this dataset contain features on incoming/outgoing calls, sent/received
SMSs, and Internet usage of Telecom Italia customers. All recorded transactions are between Telecom Italia users, which
accounts for almost 34% of the population in the studied areas [50].

Another available aggregated dataset represents mobility information extracted from a set of CDRs from 2.9 million
mobile users in the Metropolitan Region of Rio de Janeiro (MRRJ), Brazil that was collected during 2014 [61]. The CDRs
initially contain voice call information on the entire MRRJ and four smaller neighboring municipalities. In [49], the
original CDRs are used to extract spatio-temporal modeling of the human mobility in the studied region. The output
of this study includes estimated origin-destination (OD) matrices, accompanied by real commuting data extracted
from individual interviews, that are used for validating the extracted patterns from the CDRs. Despite the fact that the
mobility data provided by this dataset is neither precise nor granular, it is a valuable resource for urban transportation
planning due to the large population it covers during a lengthy timeframe.

As it can be noticed, the publication of network-side datasets, with several open challenges organised at the beginning
of the last decade, has practically stopped in the last years. This is, beyond any doubt, the consequence of more stringent
privacy regulations. Afraid of negative publicity, MNOs are reluctant to share even aggregated datasets. Moreover,
the few available network-side datasets are CDRs, collected in the core network for billing purposes, and they do not
contain any fine grained information related to the radio access network, e.g., traces per logical channel. MNOs of
course collect this lower level data, which represents the basis of their network management strategies. However, these
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radio-level KPIs are not normalised and they are vendor-specific, meaning that it is difficult even for operators to build
consistent datasets. Fine grained RAN data, with millisecond resolution required to follow the activity on the logical
channels, is also massive and difficult to share because of its size.

3.3 Server-side datasets

For performance monitoring purposes, service providers continuously collect data regarding their users and their
interactions with the proposed services. However, as in the case of the MNOs, these datasets are rarely shared with the
research community, because of user privacy and business reasons. Moreover, most services nowadays are generic
web-based, available to users through all kind of communication technologies. This means that server-side datasets are
not necessarily representative of the behavior of cellular users or of the performance of cellular networks.

With service providers reluctant to share their data, several datasets were collected independently using the applica-
tion programming interface (API) proposed by the service. This is mainly the case for social networks, which allow
exploring users interactions through their APIs. For example, the contacts and communities (i.e., circles) of specific
users were collected in 2012 by McAuley and Leskovec [94] for three different social networks: Twitter (1000 users),
Google+ (133 users) and Facebook (10 users). Together with surveys conducted by the authors, these datasets were used
to study the structure of human communities. Similar graphs of user interactions are collected in [123] for two music
streaming services: 7 thousand LastFM users and more than 28 thousand Deezer users, in 2020. In these datasets, the
music preferences of the users and their interactions (follows, likes) are recorded.

While these datasets are mainly used for sociological studies, they can also help for networking purposes, such as in
the prediction of a user communication patterns. This is the case not only for social networks, but for other services,
such as email. As a matter of fact, several email datasets are available in the literature. Metadata from more than 3
million emails from a European research institution, including timestamp, sender and recipient of the email, were
collected in 2007 in [90]. Moreover, one of the best known email datasets, known as the Enron corpus [87], also contains
the actual content of the emails. This dataset has been released in 2004 during the legal investigation of the Enron
corporation and it has been widely used to evaluate anti-spam filters [84].

Another class of services where data can be collected without the direct involvement of a service provider is
represented by services based on peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. In these networks, crawlers can be used to explore the
peers in the network, such as demonstrated in [121], where more than 400 thousand nodes of the Gnutella file sharing
system are mapped, based on traces collected in 2002. For each discovered peer, the dataset contains the IP address, port
number, number of shared files and their total size.

Setting up the service and starting data collection on their own servers is an additional choice for researchers seeking
access to server-side data. However, in these kinds of settings, the generated datasets are susceptible to a lack of user
diversity. If the research team is successful in promoting their service to a large number of users, this issue will not
emerge; otherwise, the dataset will be severely constrained to the activities of a small group of users. For instance,
in order to capture the server-side data on video streaming services, researchers in [135] set up Puffer [24], a free
and open-source live TV streaming website. At the time of this writing, Puffer is an ongoing project with more than
150 thousand users and more data are added to the publicly available dataset every day since January 2019. These
measurements contain information on the video chunk like the size, timestamp or coding, congestion window size,
RTT, and client-side information like the client’s buffer status, or acknowledgment status of the chunk.

As explained, these datasets do not specifically distinguish cellular network users from WiFi and desktop users.
An important exception is YoMoApp [132], a fairly large dataset on YouTube Quality of Experience (QoE) in cellular
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networks. The contributors of this project have developed an Android application and a cloud-based dashboard2 that
allows access to raw data measurements and log files of individual devices to their owners, as well as an aggregated and
anonymized public dataset. Data were collected in from more than 3 thousand YouTube sessions over the course of five
years (2010-2015). The measured features vary from application layer KPIs like buffer status or playtime, to network
information like TCP segment length. This dataset is excellent for understanding the behavior of YouTube streaming,
monitoring and prediction of QoE, and data transmission optimization. A further study on the dataset [134] revealed
that, over time, the QoE of YouTube videos has improved on cellular networks.

While data collection at server level can be a tempting source for individuals seeking to get access to mobile data,
NRAs around the world are also interested in collecting server-side crowdsourced data to assess and benchmark the
performance of different MNOs for a long time. In a technical report [52], BEREC has specified how to implement a QoS
measurement software tool that can be used by NRAs. Moreover, in the Annex to [51], BEREC has also introduced some
of the measurement tools and platforms that are used by different NRAs throughout Europe to assess Internet quality.
Generally, the scope of NRAs covers all the aspects of the telecommunications industry, including wired and wireless
communications, the Internet, broadband, cable, and satellites. Therefore, most of these crowdsourcing tools/platforms
and the data collected by them are not specifically designed for cellular networks or cannot differentiate if a sample is
captured on a cellular network or not. That being said, the software tools and the data collected by some NRAs include
detailed information on the network performance as well as the type of access technology. In some cases, the data are
made available to the public.

For instance, since 2012, the American FCC has been researching mobile broadband services performance. As part of
this study, the collected data have become available to the public. The aggregated dataset [66] is collected, periodically
enriched and released based on measurements from the users on the FCC website. These measurements contain
information on the wireless performance parameters like upload and download speed, latency, packet loss, and signal
strength, the types of UE device used, and the tested operating system versions.

Several European NRAs have opened up access to their Operator benchmarking and crowdsourcing data. First, the
Austrian regulatory authority for broadcasting and telecommunications has implemented a crowdsourcing architecture
called RTR-NetTest [26]. This implementation does web-based or software-based, UE-initiated, speed tests to capture the
QoS of broadband Internet access provided by both fixed and mobile networks. As part of the objective of this project,
the anonymized measurements are published as open data3. These measurements contain various information about
the network performance such as uplink and downlink throughput, delay, and signal strength, plus the spatiotemporal
and cell information. However, the number of samples captured on a mobile network is reduced. Adopting the
same measurement methodology as RTR-NetsTest, NRAs in Slovenia (Test Net by AKOS) [7], Slovakia (MobileTest
by SPECURE) [30], and Czechia (netMetr by CZ.NIC, discontinued in April 2022, access to their open data is still
available) [19] made their own measurement platforms and made their collected data publicly available.

4 TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION

After reviewing the publicly available datasets in Section 3, it becomes clear that the scarcity the community experiences
in terms of data limits the development of ML/AI-based solutions. Although they are the best placed to collect and
share large datasets, it is unlikely that mobile operators or service providers will publicly open data usable to train ML
models to the community, because of legal (user privacy protection) and business (commercial secret) reasons. The

2accessible at http://yomoapp.de/dashboard
3available at https://www.netztest.at/en/Opendata
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Table 2. A Summary on Available Software Tools

Software Tool Collection Type Software/Hardware Requirements Network Connection
Technology Granularity Root Access

Requirement

FCC Speed Test [65] User side Android/iOS Operating System Cellular (2G to 5G), WiFi 5 secs No
tPacketCapture [1] User side Android Operating System Cellular, WiFi Message level No

tcpdump [31] User side Android Operating System Cellular, WiFi Message level Yes
G-NetTrack [15] User side Android Operating System Cellular (2G to 5G) 1 sec No
SigCap [27] User side Android Operating System Cellular (5G, LTE), WiFi 10 secs No

NetMonitor [3] User side Android Operating System Cellular (2G to 5G) 1 sec No
MobileInsight [91] User side Android Operating System Cellular Message level Yes
Open BTS [60] Network side Range Networks SDR1, USRP 2G/3G NA NA
free5GC [13] Network side NA 5GC NA NA

open5G core [4] Network side NA 5GC NA NA
Open5GS [21] Network side NA EPC/5GC NA NA

OpenAirInterface [103] Network side USRP, Blade RF, Lime SDR 5G-NSA/5G-SA NA NA
srsRAN [78] Network side USRP, Blade RF, Lime SDR 5G-NSA/5G-SA NA NA

most conspicuous path towards network data availability appears to be the collection of large datasets by independent
studies. This section discusses a series of software tools currently available to research teams willing to conduct such an
independent data collection campaign. We divide these tools in two categories: i) user-side tools, and ii) network-side
tools.

4.1 User-side Tools

There are a number of smartphone applications available on digital distribution stores that detect cellular networks,
capture cell information, or even perform basic signal measurements. Almost all of the following tools work with the
Android operating system, where some of them extract measurements from the chipset and require root access grants,
and others do the task using the Android API.

First of all, the United States FCC has an official Speed Test (ST) application [65] that measures broadband mobile
network performance. Throughput, latency, jitter, packet loss, cell identifiers, signal strength, and context information
for 5G and LTE networks are captured through this application. FCC-ST is only available in the U.S. for both Android
and iOS devices. An aggregated dataset [66] is collected, periodically enriched and released based on measurements
from the users on the FCC website.

Packet analyzers are common for TCP/IP level data logging on desktop operating systems, and especially on Linux.
tPacketCapture [1] and tcpdump [31] are Android packet capturing tools, with the latter requiring rooted devices. These
tools are used to collect classical pcap traces, which can be later replayed using any packet analyzer.

Several tools have been designed specifically for smartphones and cellular networks. G-NetTrack [15] is a monitoring
tool for 2G to 5G networks. This Android application records context information, cell measurements such as RSRP,
RSRQ, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), channel quality indication (CQI), network performance metrics, location and route
information for drive tests, voice/SMS/data tests, indoor mode measurement, and dual SIM support. G-NetTrack does
not require any root access and uses the Android API to perform the measurements. The achievable time granularity of
the measurements is one second. SigCap [27] is another software tool working directly with the Android API. It captures
WiFi and LTE/5G cellular networks measurements. The application collects user context information, WiFi-related
information, plus cellular-related information such as cell ID, signal strength, RSRP and RSRQ. Similarly, NetMonitor [3]
is a cellular network monitoring tool that captures channel quality, cell information, data throughput, and location
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information and exports them in log files. This tool has the particularity of measuring channel quality KPIs not only on
the serving cell, but also on neighboring cells. Moreover, dual-SIM devices are supported by this tool.

To get even more detailed traces, Mobile Insight [91] is an Android application that helps with cellular network
logging on the chipset of mobile devices. This software tool only supports Qualcomm chipsets and needs root access.
It can expose protocol messages in both the control plane and (below IP) data plane. This tool is designed to collect
fine-grained network data, it offers an API to enable others to build and extend their own frameworks, and also shares a
large dataset collected by MobileInsight users, or as the contributors say: “for the community and by the community” [17].
MobileInsight fully supports 3G/LTE networks. In a recent update, a version that supports 5G NR has been released.

4.2 Network-side tools

For decades, running a cellular network and collecting traces from it was only possible for mobile operators. These tasks
used to require significant expertise and specialized equipment, not available to other organisations. However, two
recent trends democratized cellular network experimental campaigns. First of all, the virtualisation of mobile network
functions allows running a cellular network on regular computers. Second, open and easy to use implementations
of cellular network software became available in the last few years. Therefore, it is largely possible nowadays for a
research team to set up a private mobile network for experimental purposes and collect cellular data.

4.2.1 Open-source RAN and Core Solutions. The first open-source implementation of the cellular network protocols
was realized by the OpenBTS project [60]. Focused on GSM technology and voice communications, OpenBTS allows
running a self contained cellular network, including the GSM core network, soft switches and a telephony system, on a
single computer.

More alternatives appeared with the development of the 5G technology, virtualized by design. Three fully operational
5G core network (CN) implementations are freely available. The free5GC project [13] is compatible with the 3GPP
Release 15, and it is led by the National Chiao Tung University. The Open5GCore effort [4] is conducted by Fraunhofer
FOKUS and the Technical University of Berlin. It is fully compatible with 3GPP Release 16. Finally, Open5GS [21] which
also complies with the 3GPP Release 16 and implements 5G and LTE core networks.

The two most complete software tools available today, covering both RAN and CN implementations, are OpenAirIn-
terface [103] and srsRAN [78]. Both these solutions can integrate software defined radios and enable the deployment of
an entire cellular network, providing Internet access to off-the-shelf smartphones. The performance of OpenAirInterface
and srsRAN was compared and discussed in detail by Gringoli et al. [79]. They were used in numerous experimental
studies on 5G, but we are not aware of any extensive dataset collected using these tools.

4.2.2 Open Platforms. An open platform is a network infrastructure created to let researchers and developers test and
assess new algorithms and applications in a real-world operating network. These platforms are typically built on top of
existing networks and are intended to be versatile and flexible, enabling researchers to easily experiment with various
configurations and scenarios. An alternative to building a cellular network from scratch using the current open-source
network-side tools is to leverage the open experimental platforms. Open platforms often include tools and resources for
data collection. Therefore, they can play a significant role in generating data for the research community.

There are a number of open 5G platforms, available for researchers to use. In this subsection, we introduce some,
that have been used by the community. But, it is important to note that these are just a few examples. Depending on
the country and region, different initiatives and projects might be in place to operate such platforms.
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Colosseum [96, 120] is one of the most powerful open testbeds, that allows large-scale experiments intended for
the next generation of wireless systems. With 256 programmable Software Defined Radios (SDRs), operated by the
Institute for the Wireless Internet of Things at Northeastern University, Colosseum allows large datasets to be created
on specific environments and conditions defined by the users for AL/ML training and testing. Arena [53], is the other
open-access wireless testbed, housed at Northeastern University and operated by Wireless Networks and Embedded
Systems (WiNES) laboratory. Arena supports a variety of applications such as MIMO schemes, multi-hop, and ad hoc
networks, spectrum sensing and secure wireless communications through 24 SDRs, 12 servers, and 64 antennas.

The Platform for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR) [22] project in the US is focused on enabling experiments with
new wireless systems. At the time of this writing, there are 3 main operating PAWD platforms available and one under
construction.

• the Platform for OpenWireless Data-driven Experimental Research (POWDER) [23] in Salt Lake City: This platform,
which is operated by University of Utah, Rice University, and Salt Lake City, provides a collection of SDRs and
antennas that enable experiments on OpenRAN, massive MIMO, RF monitoring, and over-the-air operations.

• Cloud Enhanced Open Software-Defined Mobile Wireless Testbed (COSMOS) [11]: is a large-scale experimental
platform that is set up in a heavily populated area of New York City. mmWAVE, optical switching technologies,
and edge computing capabilities are supported by COSMOS using programmable SDRs, antenna modules,
optical transport network, core, and edge cloud.

• Aerial Experimentation and Research Platform for Advanced Wireless(AERPAW) [6]: located in North Carolina,
AERPAW is the first wireless experimental platform designed for the application of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) for 5G technologies and beyond. AERPAW provides the hardware, software, and flight capabilities to
run experiments related to 5G communications by UAVs.

• Wireless Living Lab for Smart and Connected Rural Communities (ARA) [8]: Finally, ARA is the fourth PAWD

platform and under construction at the time of this writing. ARA is surrounded by the farms and rural commu-
nities of the city of Ames, IA, aiming to feature applications in precision agriculture. The ARA deployment is
expected to be fully deployed by 2024 and will be connected to the other PAWR platforms.

The Virginia Tech COgnitive Radio NETwork (CORNET ) [10] is a large-scale testbed with 48 remotely accessible
SDR nodes that are used for research and education purposes. The USRPs that were installed in the Wireless @ Virginia
Tech research labs in 2008 served as the foundation for the creation of this testbed. Using open-source software and
flexible hardware, the CORNET nodes facilitate research and education on topics like cognitive radio (CR) and dynamic
spectrum access (DSA). CORNET offers a wide range of experimental research and educational tools, including an FCC
experimental license agreement for several frequency bands.

OneLab [20] is a European partnership between five research institutions with the aim of developing testbeds
used for network computer communications available to both enterprise and scientific researchers. This consortium
provides access to many testbeds around Europe like Future Internet Testing Facility FIT [14], or w-iLab [34]. OneLab is
administered from the NOC (network operations centre) located at the LIP6 Laboratory at Sorbonne Université. Each
testbed is equipped with specific hardware and software to support various applications.

The MONROE project [18], also known as the Measuring Mobile Broadband in Europe project, is a research project
funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020 research and innovation program. With a focus on 4G and 5G
technologies, the project seeks to enhance the monitoring and analysis of mobile broadband performance throughout
Europe. MONROE aims to improve the measurement and analysis of mobile broadband performance in Europe, with a
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focus on 4G and 5G technologies. It involves a consortium of research institutions and industry partners to develop
new measurement methods and tools for evaluating mobile broadband performance and to provide insights and
recommendations for industry stakeholders on how to improve the quality and availability of mobile broadband services.
MONROE consists of 150 mobile nodes that have been deployed on trains and buses, and 450 nodes scattered across
Europe to collect data under various scenarios [45].

The Scientific Large-scale Infrastructure for Computing/Communication Experimental Studies (SLICES) [28] is a
distributed infrastructure built to support large-scale, experimental research on networking protocols, radio technologies,
services, data collection, parallel and distributed computing. SLICES is built on previous European experiences like
Fed4Fire+ [5] which was a project operated under the European Union’s Horizon Program, providing open, and accessible
testbed facilities to researchers, with over 20 testbeds located in Greece, Spain, Belgium, France, and Switzerland,
for wired, and wireless applications like 5G, IoT, Big data, SDN, and cognitive radio. SLICES will make a completely
virtualized, remotely accessible Europe-wide research infrastructure available. At the time of this writing, this project is
in the preparation phase and is expected to start its operation by 2024.

5 CONCLUSION

Cellular networks have been around for decades and 5G technology is currently being deployed, with 6G on the horizon.
With machine learning solutions being considered as the next industry game changer, cellular data are critical for their
development and training. In other scientific fields making extensive use of AI/ML solutions (e.g., image processing),
large datasets are available to the research community, fostering research. Meanwhile, the lack of data availability in
the wireless networks community is clearly blocking innovation in the field and represents a frustrating experience for
researchers.

In this paper, we surveyed the different types of data that can be collected in a cellular network and discussed the
available datasets. In most cases, researchers have access to network topology data, provided by national agencies.
However, this is contextual data at best, and it is not enough to properly train ML models.

User-side data represent most of the datasets available in the literature. Their advantage is that they can be easily
tailored for different scenarios, including specific KPIs when needed and customisable granularity. On the downside,
these datasets are generally smaller and heterogeneous, which is problematic when trying to use them in the design of
an ML solution.

Although network-side probes are the most promising data sources, they present some bias, especially with respect
to active and inactive users [119]. However, these datasets are very rare in practice, since MNOs have legal and
business constraints that dissuade them from sharing this data. In fact, MNOs sometimes share datasets with research
collaborators under non disclosure agreements. This practice does not seem to be enough in the context of AI/ML
applications.

Server-side datasets are also quite rare in the field, because of the same legal and business reasons as MNO data.
Moreover, server-side data present an important inconvenience through the fact that they do not generally distinguish
between cellular, WiFi and desktop users. In the case of the open crowdsourcing datasets that are published by different
NRAs to benchmark the performance of MNOs, there are some factors that impact the quality of measurements [113].
Different traffic shaping strategies may be applied to UEs depending on their data plan limit, which will affect the value
of throughput at the UE-side and invalidate the process of comparing the performance of MNOs. Additionally, UEs can
be wary of using too much bandwidth with their limited mobile data and avoid running measurement tests all together.
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We argue that, if machine learning solutions are really expected to be integrated in the cellular network architecture,
non-aggregated and finely granular data availability is essential. Since operators and service providers are unlikely to
share the required data, the research community needs to take control of the issue. In this sense, we provide a survey of
the software tools available for cellular data collection. These tools take the form of smartphone applications, for data
collection on the user side, and open-source RAN and CN platforms, for data collection on the network side. Overall, in
the absence of publicly available datasets, open platforms appear to be a promising substitute for large datasets that are
collected on commercial networks. With access to such a platform, massive measurement campaigns can be launched
to collect data from an end-to-end network. Especially, in the eye of 5G technology, open 5G platforms are expected to
be built based on open standards and protocols, white-box hardware, and interoperable interfaces. This approach will
promote generating high volumes of data that are not hardware-specific and can be more representative of the actual
performance of the applications.
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